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ABSTRACT

Purpose In a comparator study, designed with assistance
from the Food and Drug Administration, a State-of-the-Art
(SOTA) ECG device augmented with automated analysis,
the comparator, was compared with a breakthrough
technology, Cardio-HART (CHART).
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Results The results confirmed that CHART analysis was
far more effective than ECG only analysis: CHART reduced
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INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, cardiovascular disease
(CVD) has become one of the factors which
threaten human health1 and is the main
cause of death in the world.2–4 According to
a report presented by the Global Burden of
Disease Study, these diseases were responsible
for 31.8% of all deaths worldwide.5 Representing a high impact in morbidity and cost
to society, there is an urgent need to detect
early signs of CVD including heart failure
(HF) one of the most difficult to diagnose.6

Key questions
What is already known about this subject?
► In primary healthcare, there is a need for the ear-

ly detection of cardiovascular disease including
heart failure, one of the most difficult to diagnose.
However, the standard rule-based ECG interpretation provides limited diagnostic evidence for common heart problems.

What does this study add?
► The study indicates that Cardio-HART (CHART) as-

sists the medical professional to determine if the
symptoms may be related to cardiac abnormalities
or establish some new risks that can lead to cardiac disease if not treated properly. This is especially valuable for patients with recurrent symptoms,
which can be difficult to catch with the traditional
ECG, or during the regular medical examination.

How might this impact on clinical practice?
► As a result of more accurate and effective diagnostic

capabilities, general physicians using CHART were
more confident and certain of their decisions both
in referrals to secondary care and, just as importantly, knowing when a patient can safely remain in
primary care.
► Consequently, patients are more likely to get timely
access to care instead of being subjected to further
testing and clinical visits to determine their cardiac
status and prognosis.

In one multiperspective study ‘the difficulties
with diagnosis, unclear illness perception,
and management disparity’ were identified as
critical aspects that may impact management
of CVD which put in evidence the problem of
the effective diagnosis of such life-threatening
diseases.7
Misdiagnosis or delay in diagnosis of CVD
is correlated with lengthened time to treatment, increased hospital stays, including
high percentage of readmission, and a higher
death rate which brings us to the point that
‘the early diagnosis is imperative’.8
Primary care is the initial contact point9
with the patient where CVD is first presented
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Novel tech throws knock-out punch to
ECG improving GP referral decisions
to cardiology

Open Heart
associated with ~95% of all common heart diseases prevalent in clinical situations. The resulting output is in the
form of an easy-to-grasp report for use by clinicians.
This study demonstrates GP diagnostic effectiveness
through a direct clinical comparison between the comparator ECG devices, representing the current standard of
care and the CHART device, a breakthrough technology.

METHODS
Comparator devices approach
In each of the study locations, the State-of-the-Art (SOTA)
12-Lead Standard ECG devices that was in daily use was
used as the comparator. As Cardio-
HART (CHART)
includes automated diagnostic processing, the local ECG
devices lacking such functionality, were also augmented
with the leading automated diagnostic algorithms to
assist GPs in interpretation of ECG signals. The resulting
output is in the form of a diagnostic report.
CHART uses novel technology in the analysis of the
heart biosignals. The CHART system differs from the
SOTA ECG devices in that it combines the functionality
of three heart devices into one, including ECG, Echocardiography (ECHO) and Auscultation. As a result, it
can detect 143 heart parameters and 47 heart findings

Study design
The study was conducted as a multicentre clinical study to
confirm the functional and operational aspects between
two medical devices competing head-to-head against each
other, CHART versus SOTA ECG, in clinical practice to
determine which provided the most beneficial clinical
decision support for GPs and best outcomes for patients.
The results for each patient were verified and validated in
accordance with its intended performance by a separate
team of cardiologists to ensure an accurate ground truth.
Each patient willingly gave their consent, in writing.
Both devices are non-invasive and were considered low
risk.
The goal was to determine the utility of CHART and its
usability for its intended use, in a clinical environment,
by its intended users, in a study population representative of the target population, in direct comparison to
a SOTA ECG device used within the Standard of Care
for Primary Care. The study was designed to collect
the data to confirm the safety and effectiveness of the
CHART system when compared with ECG. A total of 550
patients were recruited into the CUUS, and their clinical
results evaluated to measure the diagnostic and decision
support capability of the SOTA ECG report when directly
compared with the CHART report.
The results confirm that in many ways CHART analysis is far more effective than ECG only analysis. FN rates
are significantly decreased (CHART produced a 15.8%
decrease in FN) and FP rates decreased by 5% (FP in the
patient referral decision by GP as compared with ECG-
only based decisions). The data collected would confirm
the hypothesis that CHART analysis is more effective than
ECG only analysis in assisting the general practitioner
(GP) in determining their referral decision (Send/Don’t
Send) and the basis for it.
The setup for the study was to assign two independent GPs to each patient. Each GP would independently
examine the same patient then render their diagnosis
based on the device they were assigned in the protocol.
One GP would be using CHART and the other GP would
be using their local SOTA ECG device augmented with
automated algorithmic assessment. Each patient would
first be tested using the ECG device then the CHART
device. Two diagnostic reports were then produced,
one for each protocol. Each GP, based on their protocol
device, was to diagnose the patient’s cardiac status and
determine a course of action. In this way the patient is
the control, being the same patient for both GPs. At the
mid-point of the study, the GPs were switched to the other
device/protocol.
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and suspected but all too often can go unnoticed or
underdiagnosed, sometimes for many months. Underdiagnosis is not uncommon, as studies have found high
prevalence rates of CVD in high-
risk populations in
primary care, such as elders short of breath, type 2
diabetes or chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases
(COPD), make the process of identification of CVD all
the more difficult.10 A review of malpractice claims in the
USA revealed that failure to diagnose, which included
failure, delay and wrong diagnosis, was responsible for
over 41% of all claims against general physicians (GPs)
and 48% against nurse practitioners.11 Further review of
claims unmasked a possible common factor, an ‘inconclusive ECG’. Compouding the situation, every day, a large
number of people with chest pain refer to heart centres
with half of them without a real cardiac problem.
The economic burden of CVD on healthcare systems
is significant. Hence, correct early diagnosis and appropriate treatment of these patients on initial presentation
to their primary care clinic makes it a challenge not only
for physicians and hospitals but also for governments,
health-
insurance companies and health maintenance
organisations.12
Focusing on this goal, the demand for innovative diagnostic methods for CVD is continuously developing,
particularly challenging is the diagnosis of HF, especially in primary care. Therefore, the current diagnostic
approach in adults that relies mainly on the use of ECG
as the primary diagnostic tool in primary care could be
further refined and improved.
Addressing this last objective and to reduce the
economic burden from false positive (FP) and false
negative (FN) patients, a clinical study was conducted
using a new breakthrough medical device that has shown
evidence related to improving diagnostic effectiveness
in clinical situations, including primary care. Improved
diagnostics are achieved through the clever use of novel
biosignals processed by Artificial Intelligence techniques
to assist GPs in the diagnosis of CVD. It is a direct substitute for ECG devices in the standard of care.

Heart failure and cardiomyopathies

Send/don’t binary
decision
Not refer — don’t send

Refer to cardiology — send

Not sure (no evidence for
decision)

Detailed referral decision
1. No Action
2. Watch 12 months
3. Watch 6 months
4. Watch 3 months
5. Not sure (no evidence for decision)
1. Routine (60–90 days)
2. Intermediate (15–30 days)
3. Urgent (3–5 days)
4. Not sure (no evidence for decision)
 

2021 Cardio-Phoenix.

The first decision by the GP’s was to render a diagnosis
based on their understanding of the patient’s cardiac
status. From this they were to determine whether the
patient was to be referred to cardiology or not. This was
the ‘Send’/‘Don’t Send’ decision. If Send, they were to
indicate with what priority, whether urgent, immediate
or routine. If Don’t Send, they were to indicate whether
patient was normal, or be indicated for a control visit, at
3, 6 or 12 months.
See online supplemental file 1 for more details.
Primary hypothesis
The goal was to directly compare two cardiac diagnostic
systems to each other to characterise their effectiveness
and utility in providing diagnostic assistance to GPs. The
referral decision was used to measuring the effectiveness
of the decision, see table 1.
Referral decisions were made by two different GP’s,
based on either ECG-only or CHART analysis, for the
same patient and evaluated through statistical analysis of
comparison to establish the certainty of the decisions and
understanding of the diagnosis.

RESULTS
Patient statistics
The study involved both male and female patients,
distributed equally, with at least three risk factors for
heart disease,13 attending a primary care clinic for health
reasons, including annual physical examination, that is, a
typical primary care setting. The minimum target sample
size was 500 patients of which at least 15% should be
considered as healthy patients (no risk factors). The age
distribution is: 61 patients between 20 and 40 years, 130
between 41 and 55 years, 156 between 56 and 65 years,
148 between 66 and 75 years and 52 above 76 years. The
obesity distribution is: 6.2% underweight, 35.8% normal,
34.7% overweight and 23.3% obese.
Calcagno S, et al. Open Heart 2022;9:e001852. doi:10.1136/openhrt-2021-001852

Reference referral decision
The reference referral decision defined by cardiology-
consensus was based on three factors, risk, ECG and an
ECHO examination (transthoracic echocardiogram).
Each of the ground truth decisions was established by
a minimum of three independent cardiologists. The
average consensus performance of the binary referral
decision (cardiologist’s agreement for Send/Don’t)
was 87.5% and for priority/watch detailed decision was
60.6%. These numbers were expected and comparable
with the known measurement variability of ECHO assessment14 15 or ECG.16
The overall reference send rate was 43.0%, which is
an important cardiac condition property of the included
patient population. This referral to cardiologist care rate
is similar to that of other studies, confirmed by the literature, with a typical range of 30%–50%.17–20
Referral decision results
The GP decision referral performance was based on
either the ECG or CHART reports, presented in table 2.
In the statistical calculation for the reference decision
was the consensus-based ground truth.
The significance is derived from confidence intervals:
if the observed value is higher than the upper confidence value, then it considered a significant increase.
Less significant increase means there is an increase in the
observed value, but it is not higher than the upper confidence value.
Figure 1 illustrates the performance evaluation and
comparison of GP referral decision between ECG-based
and CHART-
based answers. CHART-
based decisions
showed higher accuracy compared with ECG-based decisions, especially its sensitivity which CHART showed a big
increase. CHART also decreased the FP rate from 21%
to 16%, and FN rate from 50% to 34%. The significant
increase of positive predictive value, negative predictive
value, kappa, area under the curve and LR+ and decrease
of LR− confirms the benefit of using the CHART report
over the ECG only report.
The positive rate (PR) or send rate by GPs is similar
between ECG and CHART reports (PR%=33% by ECG
and PR%=36% by CHART), however CHART’s send
rate is closer to the ground truth (PREV%=43%). This
means that the send rate of the GP referral decision
using CHART met with the cardiologist expectations as
confirmed by the ground truth. This includes a reduction in FP but also an increase in TP from FNs that were
missed in ECG-based decisions.
Interestingly, the overall number of patients referred
didn’t really change, as normal patients are replaced with
patients with potentially abnormal cardiac function.
GP and referral cardiologist diagnosis results
The CHART assessment was performed twice, first in
primary care (CHART#1 and ECG reports), and again in
cardiology care (CHART#2 report), prior to the ECHO
3
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Table 1 Referral decision tree

Open Heart

ECG report
Performance

CHART report
Performance

Metric

Lower
conf. %

Observed
value %

Upper
conf. %

Lower
conf. %

Observed
value %

Upper
conf. %

CHART compare to
ECG
Hypothesis test with
95% CI

SE%
SP%

42.00
73.63

48.52
78.59

55.08
83.01

57.67
79.49

64.14
84.03

70.24
87.91

Significant increase
Significant increase

PPV%

55.74

63.19

70.20

68.70

75.25

81.04

Significant increase

NPV%

61.78

66.85

71.64

70.71

75.57

80.00

Significant increase

K%

22.52

27.90

33.71

42.89

49.04

55.25

Significant increase

AUC%

66.02

70.80

75.02

74.44

79.13

83.03

Significant increase

LR+

1.84

2.27

2.86

3.13

4.01

5.30

Significant increase

LR−
PR%

0.70
29.17

0.65
33.09

0.62
37.20

0.45
32.69

0.43
36.73

0.41
40.91

Significant decrease
Less significant increase

Better performance values are shown in bold.
Confusion matrices and performance equations available in online supplemental file 1.
AUC, area under the curve; CHART, Cardio-HART; GP, general practitioner; K, kappa statistics; LR+, positive Likelihood Ratio; LR−, Negative
Likelihood Ratio; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value; PR, positive rate; SE, sensitivity; SP, specificity.

examination. The typical delay between the two tests is
3–15 days.
The relevant CVD diagnosis was compared between
four cases: (1) GP diagnoses on ECG report, (2) GP diagnosis on CHART#1 report, (3) the over-reading cardiologist (ORC) diagnosis that included ECG, then CHART#1,
and (4) the referral cardiologist (RC) diagnoses that
included ECG, CHART#1 and CHART#2 report. Table 3
lists the diagnostic findings based on either ECG or
CHART reports.
Figure 2 summarises the three types of diagnosis, where
the three colours represent the rate of ‘absence’, ‘presence’ and ‘not-sure’ answers. The GP’s positive (number

of abnormal or presence) diagnosis rate shows a significant increase, from 9.8%–23.6% to 28.8% by CHART
compared with ECG based assessment. The uncertainty
rate measured by the number of ‘not sure’ answers—
show a significant decreased, from 30.9—1.7% to 2.1%.
The RC’s uncertainty rate on CHART#2 is small, but
significantly, is similar to that of the GP on CHART#1.
The RC’s positive diagnosis rate on CHART#2 is (23.6%)
which is in line to GP’s positive diagnosis rate on
CHART#1 (28.8%), which is significantly more in agreement when compared with ECG at (9.8%).
A notable outcome in table 3, between arrhythmia and
ischaemia categories is that being typically ECG-based

Figure 1 Performance of GP decision by consensus ground truth. (A) Binary confusion matrix on ECG report, (B) binary
confusion matrix on CHART report, (C) performance metrics with confidence intervals, (D) estimated ROC curve based on the
detailed referral decision. AUC, area under the curve; CHART, Cardio-HART; GT, ground truth; GP, general practitioner; LR+,
positive likelihood ratio; LR−, negative likelihood ratio; NPV, negative per cent agreement; PPV, positive per cent agreement;
ROC, receiver operating characteristic.
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Table 2 Performance of GP referral decision on ECG and CHART reports compared with by consensus ground truth

Heart failure and cardiomyopathies

Diagnostic
points

Supported by
Description

ECG

CHART

Arrhythmia, blocks

Rhythm problem,
Premature complex
beats,
Heart blocks,
Axis deviation
Other: pacemaker, etc.

Yes

Yes

LV dysfunction

Left Ventricular Systolic
and
Diastolic Dysfunction

No

HART LVSD
HART LVDD

Ischaemia

ST/STT deviation
QT interval
T-wave abnormality
Wall motion abnormality
Myocardial Infarction

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes/partial

Yes
Yes
Yes
HART WMA
Yes+WMA

Structural
abnormality

LV Hypertrophy
LA Enlargement
RA Enlargement
RV Enlargement
Cardiomyopathy

LVH (Low sensitivity)
LAE (Low sensitivity)
RAE (Low sensitivity)
RVH (Low sensitivity)
LVH (Low sensitivity)

HART LVH
HART LAE
HART RAE
HART RVE
HART DCM

Valve disease

Aortic Stenosis and
No
Insufficiency
Mitral Stenosis and
Insufficiency
Tricuspid Insufficiency
Pulmonary hypertension

HART AS
HART MS
HART TR
HART PH

PCG-based murmur
presence

S1 splitting
Systolic and diastolic
murmur
Ejection sound
Third and Fourth sound

No

Yes, CHART
PCG

MCG/PCG based
Systolic time
interval
Abnormalities

EMAT, PEP, LVET interval No
IVCT, IVRT intervals
SPI and MPI indexes

Yes, CHART
MCG

CHART, Cardio-HART; CUUS, Clinical Utility and Usability Study; EMAT,
electro-mechanical activation time; GP, general practitioner; IVCT, isovolumic
contraction time; IVRT, isovolumic relaxation time; LA, left atrial; LAE, left
atrial enlargement; LV, left ventricular; LVDD, LV diastolic dysfunction;
LVET, left ventricular ejection time ; LVSD, LV systolic dysfunction; MCG,
mechano-physiological signal; MPI, myocardial performance index; PCG,
phonocardiogram; PEP, pre-ejection period; RA, right atrial; RAE, right
atrial enlargement; RC, referral cardiologist; RV, right ventricular; RVH, right
ventricular hypertrophy; SPI, systolic performance index ; WMA, LV wall
motion abnormality.

findings, they showed similar results between ECG and
CHART, but with CHART showing much less uncertainty
when used. In the structural abnormality category the
results are mixed, when using ECG there was high uncertainty, but when using CHART there was high certainty
(decreased uncertainty). These results are not surprising
as ECG has low sensitivity for these conditions, that are
typically confirmed with ECHO.
The rest of the diagnostic points (valve disease,
murmurs and systolic time interval findings) are only
supported by CHART, which dispels all the uncertainties
observed with use of ECG.
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Decision agreement between GP, ORC and rC
In the agreement statistics, the GP to ORC and GP to the
RC decision were compared on the same patient, based
on their ECG and CHART reports, see table 4.
In the case of CHART, the decision agreement between
GP and ORC is significantly higher compared with ECG
(figure 3A). This suggest that when CHART is available
to GPs, the over-reading role might be less necessary.
Notably also, the agreement comparison between GP
and ORC is also similar to that of GP and RC (figure 3B).
In clinical practice, the consequences of this means that
RC’s will get fewer Normal patients, patient that don’t
need echocardiology.
Physician interview results
Comparison between ORC and RC
ORC and RC were asked to compare ECG and CHART
reports. The following results were observed based on
522 answers set on 8 questions, see table 5. The results
for ORC and RC are very similar in all the questions, they
confirm each other.
The benefit of CHART is twofold, on the one hand,
it provides better cardiac status diagnostics, and on the
other hand it provides more reliability due to its wider
range of parameters and findings. As such, CHART
increases the certainty (reduces uncertainty) of decisions
aided by its findings.
Chart as start point for ECHO
RC were asked to evaluate the CHART report to show
how useful it could be in providing an appropriate start
point to an ECHO examination, thereby avoiding a ‘cold
start’. The following results were observed based on 391
answers set on 3 questions, see table 5.
CHART-findings based on ECHO-findings are a good
indicator as to what kind of heart problems, comorbidities, that can be expected (the ‘start point’) during the
ECHO examination. Aware of the big picture and range
of comorbidities can help shorten examination times and
reduce the probability of undiagnosed or misdiagnosed
conditions.

DISCUSSION
GPs in Primary Care can be meaningful contributors
to diagnosing heart disease when patients first present,
enabling earlier detection of (CVD) onset and reduction
in unnecessary and costly referrals to Cardiology. This
will have significant benefits in terms of reduced wait-
time, and more timely access to treatment.
The value of CHART stems from its HART/ECHO-
findings as they bring to primary care morphological and
functional characteristics to heart disease able to identify
cardiac conditions that are typically only diagnosed by
ECHO. This effectively bridges the technological diagnostic gap between use of ECG in primary care and use
of ECG and ECHO in secondary care.
5
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Table 3 Diagnostic points used in CUUS at GP and RC
diagnosis forms

Open Heart

Part of the GP’s tasks was to indicate a priority when a
patient was referred, ‘send’, to cardiology. A beneficial
consequence of the use of ECHO-findings by CHART, is
that they serve to establish a starting point for prioritisation of patients based on medical justification based on
disease severity, urgency. Typically, referrals to secondary
care are on a first come first serve basis, with patients in
greater need provided a higher priority only when symptoms have become overt or acute. Such is the case of acute
HF, where over 79% of all cases are typically diagnosed
in Hospital. Yet, in the 6 months prior to their hospital
diagnosis, 41% of these patients had visited Primary Care
having at least one of three key HF symptoms that should
have triggered an earlier assessment.21
The surprise consistency in diagnostic accuracy between
the GP and the ORC (positive per cent agreement,
PPA=67%, negative per cent agreement, NPA=81%),
compared with ECG-
based assessment (PPA=52%,

NPA=77%) suggests that the over-reading role might be
reconsidered when CHART is present. The pandemic has
shown that change is needed given the budget pressures
placed on healthcare, further study is warranted.
In the study, RCs performed a second CHART examination on initial patient presentation to cardiology.
This allowed cardiologists to determine whether
ECHO confirmation as indicated by the GP was in fact
warranted. Replacing the standard ECG with CHART on
patient presentation to cardiology would have several
benefits. First, it would help identify patients that don’t
need ECHO, currently a massive contributor to increased
wait-times and backlogs. Second, it would help avoid a
‘cold-start’, as it is not uncommon for patients to present
to cardiology with insufficient referral information and
so help focus the cardiologist on a specific region of
interest. For example, unless the referring GP specifically suggests HF in the referral, Cardiologists do not

6
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Figure 2 Statistics of the medical findings diagnosis between the tree groups: GP on ECG, GP on chart and RC on chart.
CHART, Cardio-HART; GP, general practitioner; RC, referral cardiologist.

Heart failure and cardiomyopathies

ECG report
performance

CHART report
performance

CHART
compare to ECG
hypothesis test
with 95% CI

Lower
conf. %

Observed
value %

Upper
conf. %

Lower
conf. %

Observed
value %

Upper
conf. %

ORC versus PPA%
GP
NPA%

44.8
72.9

52.0
77.7

59.1
81.9

60.1
76.8

67.0
81.3

73.4
85.3

Significant increase
Not significant
increase

PPV%

49.6

57.1

64.4

61.4

68.3

74.7

Significant increase

NPV%

69.0

73.8

78.3

75.8

80.4

84.5

Significant increase

K%

24.5

30.2

36.2

42.2

48.5

54.7

Significant increase

PR%

29.2

33.2

37.3

32.8

36.8

41.0

Not significant
increase

PPA%

48.0

55.7

63.2

60.6

67.7

74.3

Significant increase

NPA%

73.7

78.5

82.7

75.6

80.4

84.5

Not significant
increase

PPV%

49.5

57.3

64.8

59.5

66.7

73.3

Significant increase

NPV%

72.5

77.3

81.6

76.4

81.1

85.2

Not significant
increase

K%
PR%

28.2
29.2

34.4
33.2

40.9
37.5

41.5
33.1

47.9
37.3

54.4
41.6

Significant increase
Not significant
increase

Metric

RC versus
GP

Better performance values are shown in bold.
CHART, Cardio-HART; GP, general practitioner; K, kappa statistics; NPA, negative per cent agreement; NPV, negative predictive value; ORC,
over-reading cardiologist; PPA, positive per cent agreement; PPV, positive predictive value; PR, positive rate; RC, referral cardiologist.

routinely consider HF during the Echo examination.
As CHART can provide an understanding of both left
heart side abnormalities (left ventricular hypertrophy,
left atrial enlargement, mitral regurgitation and wall
motion abnormality) and right heart side abnormalities
(right ventricular enlargement, right atrial enlargement,
tricuspid rergurgitation and pulmonary hypertension), a
first use on initial patient presentation to cardiology can
help identify areas of concern, including HF.

Accordingly, CHART is not a substitute for ECHO, nor
is it intended as a surrogate to cardiologists but rather as a
valid support for GPs in clinical settings. Yet when ECHO
is not yet available, it can assist GP’s with determining
patient pathway with more confidence and immediacy.
Limitations
The right side of the heart is less represented by the
included ECHO-parameters and even less so by ECG,

Figure 3 Agreement performance analysis of (A) GP decision versus ORC decision, (B) GP decision versus RC decision.
CHART, Cardio-HART; GP, general practitioner; NPA, negative per cent agreement; NPV, negative predictive value; ORC,
over-reading cardiologist; PPA, positive per cent agreement; PPV, positive predictive value; PR, positive rate; RC, referral
cardiologist.
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Table 4 Agreement performances calculated between GP and ORC decisions and GP and RC decisions

Open Heart

Answer
Interview question for
ECG over CHART

Yes
(Improve)

No (not-
improve)

ORC RC

ORC RC

Summary

When comparing a patient’s CHART#1 report to the ECG-only 70.4% 64.4% 29.6% 35.6% CHART improves the understanding of patient cardiac
report, your understanding of the patient’s cardiac status:
status in 64%–70% and increases the certainty of
Did CHART#1 help you to better understand the cardiac status 76.0% 76.6 24.0% 23.4% referral decision in 80%.
of the patient, compared with ECG-only?
Were you more certain of your decision with CHART#1 then
with the ECG-only report?

79.9% 79.9% 20.1% 20.1%

Would you change any part of your initial ECG-only diagnosis 20.3% 18.8% 79.7% 81.2% ORC and RC change their ECG-based referral based on
after comparing it to CHART#1?
the CHART report 19%–22%
Did you change the Send/Don’t decision in CHART#1 from
ECG-only?

22.4% 19.5% 77.6% 80.5%

Did the “Send Priority” change in CHART#1?
Did the Treatment Options in CHART#1 change?
Did the Watch option in CHART#1 change?

49.1% 48.7% 50.9% 51.3% In case of consistent ‘Send’ decision from ECG to CHART,
CHART change the referral priority in 49%.
14.7% 9.3% 85.3% 90.7% In case of consistent ‘Don’t’ decision from ECG to CHART,
16.1% 11.7% 83.9% 88.3% CHART changed the watch option priority 11%–16%.

Interview Question for
CHART as a start point for ECHO

Yes

No

Summary

Does Echo confirm CHART results?

94.1%

5.9%

Did CHART provide appropriate start point for examination?

98.7%

1.3%

Did CHART help provide a better understanding of patient
cardiac status compared with ECG-only analysis?

97.7%

2.3%

In 94% of cases the CHART diagnosis was confirmed by
the ECHO examination
RC found CHART as useful to determining an appropriate
start point in 98%
CHART provides a better understanding of patient cardiac
status in 97.7% compared with ECG.

CHART, Cardio-HART; ECHO, echocardiography; ORC, over-reading cardiologist; RC, referral cardiologist.

as such their place in the statistical results is limited.
Nonetheless, right-side heart disease and its structural,
functional abnormalities and related pulmonary disease
comorbidities (COPD, COVID-19) have attracted growing
attention. Right-
heart side study through a biosignal
approach shows strong potential. Further research is
warranted to investigate in more detail the relationship
between HF categories and right-side HF through the
window of biosignals, risk factors, detectable abnormalities, COPD and other comorbidities and symptoms.
CONCLUSIONS
Originally designed with extensive inputs and specific
design criteria from the Food and Drug Administration,22 23 the results of the CUUS study showed that the
beneficial implications of this novel tech in primary
care are significant, both from a clinical and economic
perspective. The study results shows that CHART has
the potential to enable effective widespread screening of
patients for the early detection of CVD onset and resolve
many ‘inconclusive ECG’ results thereby reducing both
FN and FP in referral decisions.
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Table 5 Interview results for comparison ECG over CHART questions and CHART as a start point for ECG questions
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